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Abstract Surveillance system is widely used in the traffic
monitoring. The deployment of cameras is moving toward a
ubiquitous camera (UbiCam) environment. In our previous study, a
novel service, called GPS-VT, was firstly proposed by incorporating
global positioning system (GPS) and visual tracking techniques for
the UbiCam environment. The first prototype is called GODTA
(GPS-based Moving Object Detection and Tracking Approach). For a
moving person carried GPS-enabled mobile device, he can be
tracking when he enters the field-of-view (FOV) of a camera
according to his real-time GPS coordinate. In this paper, GPS-VT
service is applied to the tracking of vehicles. The moving speed of a
vehicle is much faster than a person. It means that the time passing
through the FOV is much shorter than that of a person. Besides, the
update interval of GPS coordinate is once per second, it is
asynchronous with the frame rate of the real-time image. The above
asynchronous is worsen by the network transmission delay. These
factors are the main challenging to fulfill GPS-VT service on a
vehicle.In order to overcome the influence of the above factors, a
back-propagation neural network (BPNN) is used to predict the
possible lane before the vehicle enters the FOV of a camera. Then, a
template matching technique is used for the visual tracking of a target
vehicle. The experimental result shows that the target vehicle can be
located and tracking successfully. The success location rate of the
implemented prototype is higher than that of the previous GODTA.

Keywords visual surveillance, visual tracking, global
positioning system, intelligent transportation system

I. INTRODUCTION

HE evolution of hardware and information
communication technology (ICT) causes the development

of Internet-based surveillance system.  The installation of an
IP-based camera is based on the current Internet infrastructure
and thus increases the accessibility and maintainability.
Cameras are widely installed at streets or communities. That is,
the deployment is moving toward a ubiquitous camera
(UbiCam) environment. For the Kaohsiung City in Taiwan as
an example, 74.5 cameras are installed on average per square
kilometers and totally over 15,000 cameras are installed at the
streets.

On the other hand, the global positioning system (GPS) is
the most popular system for the outdoor environment.
Currently, a commercial differential GPS (DGPS) receiver can
provide accuracy to within less than a few meters. GPS is
widely used in various applications, such as car navigation,

fleet management system. However, current GPS-related
tracking system mainly displays the locations of vehicles on
the digital map. It is difficult to realize the actual situation
without the visual information.Therefore, the GPS is firstly
incorporated with the visual information of cameras to provide
a novel GPS visual tracking (GPS-VT) service in our previous
studies. The first prototype is called GODTA (GPS-based
Moving Object Detection and Tracking Approach) [1-2]. Its
screen shot is shown in Fig. 1. The GPS location of the moving
object is used to locate the target moving object on the
real-time image of a camera. Such visual information shown
on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 is useful to realize the actual
situation of the target object.

Fig. 1 The screen shot of GODTA prototype

In this study, the GPS-VT service is attempted to fulfill on
the tracking of a vehicle. The moving speed of a vehicle is
over ten times faster than a moving person. For the GODTA,
the vehicle is easily outside the possible area marked with a
red circle. It is the main challenge on fulfilling such a service.
Three factors influence the synchronization of the GPS
location and the vehicle in the real-time image of a camera.
1. Moving speed: When the vehicle is moving fast, the

real-time GPS location is definitely asynchronous with the
location in the real-time image of a camera.

2. Update interval: Currently, the update interval of a GPS
receiver is once per second. However, the frame rate of the
real-time image is 30 FPS (frames per second). That is, the
update interval causes the asynchronous of GPS location
and the vehicle in the real-time image.

3. Transmission delay: When a vehicle transmits its GPS
location to a GPS-VT server. The transmission delay also
causes the asynchronous of the GPS location and the
vehicle in the real-time image. For the general GPRS
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(General Packet Radio Service), its delay is longer than
that of a Wi-Fi connection as shown in Fig. 2. The average
transmission delay of a GPRS connection is 0.485 second.
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Fig. 2 The transmission delay of GPRS connection

In order to overcome the influence of the above factors, a
back-propagation neural network (BPNN) is used to predict
the possible lane of the target vehicle to appear. Then, the
target vehicle can be located once it enters the field-of-view
(FOV) of the camera. Then, a template matching technique is
used for the tracking of the target vehicle.The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
related works. Section 3 presents the operation process of the
GPS-VT for vehicles. Section 4 presents the implemented
prototype and experimental study, and Section 5 gives the
conclusion and suggestions for future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Object tracking is an important task of surveillance system.
Many studies proposed methods for object tracking under
various types of objects, conditions, or cameras. These studies
can be classified into the following three categories:
A. GPS Tracking

In this category, object is tracking simply based on their
GPS locations. For example, L. Kane et al. proposed a vehicle
tracking system in public transport domain [3]. A passenger
can access the real-time location of a vehicle, e.g., bus, by
using public display, mobile device, notebook, and so on. It is
expected to increase the usability and improve air pollution of
a public transport system. G. Derekenaris et al. proposed a
path planning approach for ambulances by integrating the GIS
(Geographic Information System), GSM (Global System for
Mobile communication), and GPS technologies [4]. Besides,
W. H. Lee et al. proposed a system, called VPS (Vehicle
Positioning System) for electronic toll collection (ETC) [5].
The deployment of VPS is simple and cheap than the current
Infrared or microwave system.
B. Visual Tracking

The visual tracking is based on the real-time image of a
camera. For the visual tracking of vehicles, the installation
height of a camera influences the design and performance of
the proposed approach. If the height is too small, the vehicles

are easily to collide to each others. It increases the difficulty on
locating and tracking of vehicles. So, the camera is assumed
installed at a suitable height. For example, N. K. Kanhere and
S. T. Birchfield proposed a method based on a set of feature
points to segment vehicles when the collision occurs [6]. In
additional to the collision condition, the change of
illumination or shadow also influences the tracking
performance. Therefore, J. Zhou et al. proposed a method by
splitting the vehicle image into a set of blocks [7]. Then, the
block matching based on their histograms are used to keep the
tracking to be successful. Besides, the vehicle counting
function based on the tracking technology is also studies in
recent years for the intelligent transportation system (ITS)
[9-10]. Such information can be used to analyze the traffic
condition.
C.   GPS Visual Tracking (GPS-VT)

In our previous studies, GPS is first incorporated with the
camera to provide a GPS visual tracking services [1]. A
moving person can be tracking visually based on his real-time
GPS coordinate. Such a method is based on the transformation
from GPS coordinate to the image coordinate. A camera must
be calibrated to obtain the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
for coordinate transformation, including the focal length (f),
translation (T) and rotation (R) matrices. An automatic
calibration method is also proposed to overcome the
troublesome on manual calibration [2]. The GPS-VT service is
efficient since the GPS coordinate restricts the image area to
be processed. It is still working when the target object is totally
occluded or when the illumination is very low.According to
the above description, GPS-VT is suitable for the vehicle
tracking. Especially many vehicles has installed GPS receiver
for car navigation or fleet management. Several advantages
are expected for fulfilling GPS-VT on vehicle tracking: Firstly,
GPS can be the common coordinate system of all the cameras.
It simplifies the step on establishing the spatial relationship
among cameras. Secondly, the design of some mechanisms
becomes simple, such as the handover mechanism when a
vehicle moves through cameras or the labeling of the same
vehicle on the FOV of different cameras. Lastly, the plate
number of a vehicle can be transmitted with its coordinate. It
means that the recorded video can be tagged with the number
and useful for video retrieval.

III. GPS-VT FOR VEHICLES

In this section, the process of the GPS-VT service for
vehicles is presented. The target vehicle is basically tracking
based on its GPS coordinate before it enters the camera’s FOV.
Once it enters the FOV, a template matching technique is used
to locate and keep tracking the target vehicle. Therefore, the
process is divided into three phases: initialization, GPS
tracking, and visual tracking as shown in Fig. 3.

A. Initialization Phase
The moving speed of a vehicle is fast. Therefore, the

prediction of the possible lane to appear is very important in
this study. In this phase, several steps must be done for the lane
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prediction and the operation of the later phases, including the
road lane detection and the learning of back-propagation
neural network (BPNN). They are presented below.
1. Road lane detection

The lane detection is done by using the following steps.
Firstly, the original image is processed by using color filtering
technique to preserve the bright colors and converted to black
and white image. The white pixel is searched from the bottom
of the image. If a while pixel can be found, another white pixel
with a specific distance in the range of 30 degrees is searched
again. If a white pixel cannot be found, the range 30 degrees
is increased to 35 degrees. Then, the desired lane can be
found by connecting these found while pixels. An example of
road lane detection is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) is the original
image. Fig. 4(b) is the result of color filtering and binarization.
Fig. 4(c) is the result of detected lane.

 GPS Tracking Phase  Visual Tracking Phase

Initialization Phase

Lane Detection

BPNN
Learning

Image
Sequence

GPS
Traces

Start

End

Lane
Profile

Blob
Extraction

 Estimate
Distance to FOV

Predict the Lane
to Appear

Will it Is
going to enter
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Label Coordinate
on the Map

Does a
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expired?
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Match Vehicle
Template
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Parameters &
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Fig. 3 The operation process of GPS-VT for vehicles

(a)                        (b)                        (c)
Fig. 4 The demonstration of road lane detection (a) original image (b)

color filtering and binarization (c) the detected lane

2. Back-propagation neural network (BPNN)
In order to overcome the asynchronous problem caused by

the high moving speed, a BPNN is used to predict the possible
lane of a vehicle. The BPNN consists of three layers. The
possible lane is predicted according to the last GPS coordinate
before entering the FOV of a camera. Therefore, the input
layer is the last GPS coordinate and the output layer is the

corrected lane number. The nodes of the hidden layer are
operated in constructive algorithm [9]. The number of hidden
neurons in the hidden layer is increased until the mean error
square (MES) is stable. Function of hidden layer and output
layer is Sigmoid function as shown in Eq. (1). The BPNN
model is depicted in Fig. 5.

xe
xf

1
1

)( (1)

Fig. 5 The model of three-layered back-propagation neural network

B.  GPS tracking phase
In this phase, the system track the target vehicle according

to received GPS coordinate. The GPS coordinate is used to
mark the location of the vehicle on the digital map, e.g. Google
map. The distance of the received GPS coordinate to the FOV
is computed. And, the expected distance to FOV is computed
according to the moving speed of the vehicle. The possible
lane of the vehicle to appear is also predicted by using the
BPNN in this phase.When the vehicle is expected to enter the
FOV in the next second, the corresponding area of the
predicted lane is checked whether a vehicle appears. When a
vehicle is found in the area, a pre-stored template of the target
vehicle is matched with the detected object by using
conventional library [11]. If the similarity of template
matching is larger or equal to 0.7, it means the target vehicle is
located. The matched object is deemed as the new template
and the process moves to the next phase.
C. Visual Tracking Phase

In this phase, the closest object in front of the moving
direction of the located target is performed the template
matching. The template is updated when the similarity is large
or equal to 0.7. However, two factors influence the result of
template matching. One is that the size of the target vehicle is
reduced quickly; the other is that the vehicle may occlude with
the other vehicles. If the size of the template does not update
simultaneously, the visual tracking is easily failed in the
middle of tracking. The following steps are used to solve the
above problem.
(1) If the width or height of the object to be matched is less or

equal to 1.2 times of the template, the template is updated
as this object if the similarity of template matching is
large or equal to 0.7. The size of the template will be
reduced as the matched object.

(2) If the width or height of the object is larger  than 1.2 times
of the template, it means that the collision condition
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occurs. The current template is reduced and matched with
the object continuously until the similarity of template
mathcing is not higher than the matching of the  previous
size.
The above steps are performed until the template is

smaller than 15 15.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

A prototype system of GPS-VT for vehicles was
implemented using Microsoft Visual C# 2008. The camera is
AXIS 207W and installed at a pedestrian bridge with a height
about 4.6 meters. The  distance of the road in the FOV of the
camera is about 155 meters. The screen shot of the prototype is
shown in Fig. 6. The left-hand side is the real-time image. The
blue rectange above each lane is the area to activate template
matching function. When the target vehicle is located, it is
marked with a red rectangle. Its plate number is also shown
above the upper left corner of the rectangle. The digital map,
the prediction result, and templates are shown on the
right-hand side from top to bottom.

Fig. 6 The prototype’s screen shot of GPS-VT for vehicle

The GPS-VT service for a vehicle is demonstrated by the
prototype in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), the GPS coordinate of a target
vehicle is received and marked on the digital map. The process
is in the GPS tracking phase. The corresponding distance to
the FOV of the camera is also calculated, e.g., 13.394 meters.
Then, an expected distance to FOV is calculated according the
speed of the vehicle. In Fig. 7(b), the vehicle is going to enter
the FOV. The lane prediction result of BPNN is shown on the
screen, e.g., L1. From now on, the process enters the visual
tracking phase. For every vehicle enters the blue rectangle, it is
matched with the pre-stored template of the target vehicle.
When the result of the template matching is higher than a
predefined threshold, e.g. 0.7, the vehicle is located as the
target. Then, the target vehicle is keep tracking as shown in
Fig. 7(c). The tracking is ended until its size is smaller than
15 15 pixels. The moving trajectory is also displayed on the
image as shown in Fig. 7(d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 7 The demonstration of GPS-VT for a vehicle (a) GPS tracking
phase (b) the last second before entering FOV (c) target vehicle is

located (d) visual tracking result
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In advance, an experiment was designed to evaluate the
performance of this prototype and the previous prototype,
GODTA. The target vehicle driving through the pedestrian
bridge was repeated and recorded for 30 times. There are three
lanes in the road. 10 times were recorded for every lane. The
network transmission delays from 0 to 800 milliseconds are
added to the transmission of GPS coordinates. Then, the
locating success rate of the target vehicle is computed and
listed in Table I. The success rate of GODTA can achieve 97
percent under no delay condition. However, the success rate is
decreased significantly as the increase of the delay. For the
delay, 400 milliseconds, in the general case depicted in Fig. 2,
the success rate of GODTA is only 63 percent. Oppositely, the
success rate of the GPS-VT for vehicle is kept 100 percent
without the influence of the transmission delay. It shows that
the proposed approach can overcome the asynchronous
problem caused by the high moving speed of vehicles.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

GODTA GPS-VT for VehiclesMethods

Delay(ms) Locating
time (ms)

Success
Rate (%)

Locating
time (ms)

Success
Rate (%)

0 466 97% 30.1 100
200 604 90% 32.2 100
400 822 63% 32.2 100
600 1071 46% 32.2 100
800 1243 16% 42.6 100

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In our previous study, the GPS-VT service is designed for
tracking a moving person. In advance, the service is designed
for tracking the vehicle in this paper. In order to overcome the
asynchronous problem between the GPS coordinate and
real-time camera image, a BPNN is used to predict the
possible lane of the target vehicle to appear. The experimental
results also show that the proposed GPS-VT for vehicles
service can locate and track the target vehicle successfully and
precisely. However, the service relies on the training of BPNN.
The training step will be automated for realizing GPS-VT
service in UbiCam environment with thousands of camera in
the future.Besides, the GPS-VT service for vehicles will be
fulfilled on a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera. Unlike the fixed
camera in this study, the size of the target vehicle becomes
more and more small or large as the vehicle leaving or moving
toward the camera. The zoom-in capability of a PTZ camera
can keep the size of the vehicle in an almost constant size and
increase the tracking distance. It is helpful for improving the
quality of GPS-VT service.
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